Keep looking forward.

Always ahead remains, year after year, our motto. Because we continue writing the history of LS2 with every new product, getting ahead of the future with quality and using the know-how and expertise of today. Our commitment to safety and comfort is the mark of our success.

And success is only achieved by looking forward with the experience of the long road travelled. With hard work and passion we try to make the world a better place one helmet at a time.
Here at LS2 we think of safety, design and functionality when we design our range. The creation of a new helmet is a very specialized affair taking in many different areas of technology.

Our designers, engineers and technicians are all passionate about motorcycling and when designing and producing a new helmet they use this knowledge and passion to create a range of helmets which are better than the last.
**INTRO**
- Designed in Barcelona
- Beauty is on the inside
- Outstanding materials
- Tecnology for all
- Handmade Excellence
- Perfect fitting

**ROAD RACE**
- **NEW** Thunder C FF805
- Arrow C FF323

**ROAD TOURING**
- Challenger C FF327
- Challenger HPFC FF327
- Vector EVO FF397
- Storm FF800
- Stream EVO FF320
- Rapid FF353z

**URBAN COMMUTER**
- Vortex FF313
- Valiant II FF900
- Valiant FF399
- Scope FF902
- Strobe FF325

**URBAN UNLIMITED**
- Verso OF570
- Twister OF573
- Copter OF600
- Spitfire OF599
- Airflow OF562
- Sphere Lux OF558

**URBAN UNLIMITED**
- Bob C OF601
- Bob HPFC OF601
- Infinity OF521

**OFF ROAD**
- Xtra MX471
- Subverter MX700
- **NEW** Explorer C MX701
- **NEW** Explorer HPFC MX701
- Pioneer EVO MX436
- Fast EVO MX437

**MINI**
- Rapid Mini FF353J
- Funny OF602
- Fast EVO Mini MX437J
We believe in the uniqueness of people, in those who give life to our helmets every day and go out into the streets making their daily lives one-of-a kind. People who are diverse but having, nevertheless, a lot in common. Our “Not Ordinary People Series” is a tribute to people who enjoy life in a different way.
Beauty is on the inside.

Each LS2 helmet, either in Carbon, HPFC, KPA or HPTT is composed of three main elements, the external shell, an internal shock absorbing EPS and numerous accessories such as comfort linings, retention systems, visor and more.
High Performance Fibre Composite is a carefully layered blend of a unique weave of fibres pre-impregnated with resin into a strong, ultra lightweight, but rigid shell that accepts an impact while dispersing energy for a safer ride.

Outstanding Materials

Carbon Fibre is a material used extensively in the aeronautical industry and of course in the highly competitive world of Formula 1 and MotoGP. It has incredible strength but it's extremely light.

LS2 uses multiple layers of our exclusive wide-weave carbon fibre for a very light, but strong shell that handles impacts in the most efficient and safe way.
A proprietary blend of polycarbonate, space age thermoplastics and additional materials specifically formulated by LS2, KPA: Kinetic Polymer Alloy, offers ultra-light weight and high penetration resistance, but with some flexibility for the ultimate in energy dispersion. This special formula meets both ECE 22.05 and DOT requirements.

In an exclusive process developed by our researchers named HPTT (High Pressure Thermoplastic Technology) a mix of ABS is injected in moulds. The moulds used in this high precision industrial process are sculpted from blocks of metal weighing several hundred kilos.
Technology for all.

Engineers and developers at LS2 look at all the needs of the market every day and are always on the quest for new technology to incorporate into our products. We still however maintain our principle of making such technology affordable for the greatest number of riders. Therefore each helmet we produce benefits from this work ethic making each helmet functional for those who ride everyday.
Designers, engineers and technicians at R&D Center are all two-wheel lovers and they put their knowledge and passion in the design of each new model, to create more contemporary helmets with a look to safety and functionality. They spend a lot of hours to analyse every detail of shells and liners, resistance of the structure and comfort, aerodynamics and ventilation systems. Each step has the goal to develop a product in accordance with each potential user that requires from his helmet the maximum level of quality, comfort and style.
Handmade Excellence.

Once a shell has been removed from its mold it is checked by our technical experts to make sure it meets our exacting standards. The shell is then coated with several layers of the base colour paint and then the graphics are applied by hand using decals placed by our skilled manufacturers. Lastly, the helmet is lacquered with an anti UV coating to ensure the colour remains as good as the first day and to give an extra layer of protection to all the materials beneath.

Precision Assembly.

The final assembly of a helmet is then undertaken by a technician who follows a strict process for fitting the EPS liner, retention strap and visor mechanism. And finally the comfort liner and user instructions. Each helmet then has a final quality check before being boxed ready for dispatch.
A certain number of our helmets are never sold as we batch test every model in our test laboratory. Each helmet is looked at in minute detail to ensure that quality and safety are exceptional. We also verify that each model meets or exceeds the test standard required by its country of destination. This may be ECE, DOT, BSI or SNELL.
Optimal Vision

Perfect vision is essential to ensure safety on the road. For this reason all our visors are built with a 3D Optically Correct “A Class” Polycarbonate, a material with high resistance to impact, that avoids distortion and offers maximum clarity.

Additionally, most of our helmets are available with an integrated sun visor, making them suitable for any kind of ride.
Perfect Fitting

To ensure good protection the helmet must fit your head to perfection, special attention should be paid to the shell shape design and materials to minimize the effects of a possible impact. It is key to obtain a perfect fit to your head from outside to inside, as well as the shell, the configuración of the EPS liner, which should match closely the human head shape.
There is only one path towards the finish line.
lightness
1300gr
The most light and beautiful material weave. The carbon.

design
24h
Our designers, engineers and technicians are all passionate about motorcycling and when designing and producing a new helmet they use this knowledge and passion to create a range of helmets which are better than the last.

fibres
6K/9K
A carefully layered blend of an unique carbon, fibreglass and aramid weaves pre-impregnated with resin into a strong, ultra lightweight, but rigid shell.

approved in all sizes

ECE22.05
EUROPEAN HOMOLOGATION CERTIFICATION

ECE22.06
EUROPEAN HOMOLOGATION CERTIFICATION

PENDING UNTIL MARCH 2021
LS2 offers multiple shell sizes, specifically sized EPS protective liners and high quality comfort padding for the perfect fit and all-day comfort.
Extra Air Intake.
Slide it. Enjoy it.

The new LS2 air intake located at the frontal part refresh the air flowing between the liner and the EPS structure to maintain the rider always fresh.

Dinamyc Ventilation

Fully adjustable intake ports and vented EPS work with the rear spoiler and exhaust ports to create a constant, light flow of air helping to keep the rider cool and comfortable.
Shield mechanisms. One of the unspeakable passions of LS2. Developing a mechanism that integrates design, functionality, and, above all, safety, is not an easy task. If you must also consider the entire history of world patents behind these types of mechanisms, the matter becomes much more complicated.
Aerodynamics

The design of the external shell of our helmets takes advantage of several aerodynamic principles to use wind energy in favor of the rider both professional and amateur.

The shape of the shell and ventilation ports helps to maintain stability while driving and to renew the air inside the helmet efficiently.
X-Static essentially means silver. Is made by permanently bonding metallic silver to the surface of the fiber. Thanks to the silver properties X-STATIC® inhibits the growth of bacteria on fabric, eliminating human-based odor for the life of the liner. The permanent performance of X-STATIC® keeps liners smelling fresher for longer, even after multiple wear cycles between washings.
Comfort

Our anatomically correct cheek pads are cut using LS2’s 3D Laser Technology for a perfect fit. A fully removable and washable comfort liner to keep it as fresh as new. We use hypoallergenic technical fabrics that wick moisture and eliminate bacteria.
**Sharpness & Resistance**

Visor Lock
Close the visor and gently press on the tab at the front center of the visor until you hear a “click.” The visor is locked. To open, press the button just below the lock.

**More visibility**

Scratch Resistant
Surface treatment of the visor against small abrasive impact away from the helmet. A common feature in the whole LS2 range.

**UV Resistence**

UV Resistant
Treatment of the visor with UV-free clear coating.

**Vortex Generators**

Vortex Generators
The little protuberances in the Thunder visor make the helmet more resistant to the vibrations caused by the air while the pilots are riding.

**Breath Deflector**

Breath Deflector
LS2 Helmets are equipped with a breath deflector to help minimize fogging when the visor is closed and allow the rider to breathe more comfortably when the visor is open.

**Anti-Fog System**

To increase the ability to resist the fog during ride, a system that avoid the blur that causes the natural breathing on the visor without compromise the vision angle of the helmet.
ROAD
RACE
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT GR 1400 ± 50
Made of Carbon 6K & 9K
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Double D Ring
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Multi - Density EPS
Reflective Safety Patch
Visor Button Lock

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Chin Vent
Front Vent
Top Vents
Spoiler Exhaust Ports
Breath Deflector

Visor
Wide Visor
Double Injection Seal System
Quick Release System
Metal Ratchet Mechanism
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Tear Off
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
X-Static® Silver Liner Fabric
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain

NEW Model
2020/1

Thunder
FF805

NEW
SOLID
Carbon
10805 70 99

NEW
RACING1
Matt H-V Yellow
10805 80 54

NEW
RACING1
Blue H-V Yellow
10805 80 26

NEW
RACING1
Red White
10805 80 02

NEW
CHASE
White Red
10805 81 32

NEW
CHASE
Green Orange
10805 81 62

NEW
SPUTNIK
Metal Red
10805 82 32

NEW
SOLID FIM
Carbon
10805 51 99

FIM RACING
HOMOLOGATION
PROGRAMME

X-Static® Silver Liner Fabric

PINLOCK®
*INCLUDED IN THE BOX

XS - S M - L XL - 2XL
Thunderstruck

All the emotion contained in one fibre. Lightness, resistance and insulation for the race. The safe path that crosses the air taking to the earth.
Thunder FF805
Thunder FF805
Thunder FF805
Shell
- Certified ECE 22.05
- GR 1300 ± 50
- Made of Carbon
- 4 Shells
- Long Oval

Safety
- Double D Ring
- Emergency Release System
- Reinforced Chin Strap
- Metal Security Plate
- Reflective Safety Patch
- Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation
- Channeled EPS
- Two-Steps Front Vent
- Top Vent
- Exhaust port
- Breath Deflector

Visor
- Wide Visor
- Quick Release System
- Scratch Resistant
- UV Resistant
- Ready For Tear OFF
- Ready For Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
- Removable & Washable
- Breathable
- Hypoallergenic
- Laser-Cut Foam
- Neck Roll
A high performance, full-face motorcycle helmet designed by racers for racers. Arrow was developed by our designers and engineers in Spain working with our riders from MOTOGP, MOT02 and MOT03.
ROAD TOURING
Shell

Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1350 ± 50gr
3 Shells Sizes
Made of Carbon
Long Oval

Safety

Micrometric Metal Buckle
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Reflective Safety Patch
Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation

Channeled EPS
Front Vent
Top Vents
Chin Vent
Exhaust Ports
Breath Deflector

Visor

Wide Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner

Laser - Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Breathable & Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX

New models available:

- SOLID Carbon 10327 70 99
- GRID Blue Carbon Red 10327 72 31
- GRID Matt Carbon Orange 10327 72 49
- DRONE Matt Carbon Blue 10327 74 25
- DRONE Matt Carbon H-V Yellow 10327 74 54
- FLAMES Blue Carbon Red 10327 75 31
- FLAMES Matt Blue Carbon Gold 10327 75 42
- FLAMES White H-V Yellow 10327 75 54
- FOLD H-V Yellow 10327 76 54
- FOLD Red 10327 76 32
- FOLD Matt Green Orange 10327 76 62

Available sizes:

- 2XS
- XS
- S
- M
- L
- XL
- 2XL
- 3XL

CARBON ROAD TOURING
Ask a motorcyclist about the “best helmet” in the world, and invariably you will hear a very short list of names. This is an elite club that is the dream of every brand in the world. It is a challenge worthy of the fight and LS2 has entered the arena.
Challenger C
FF327
Challenger HPFC FF327

Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1420 ± 50gr
3 Shells
Made of HPFC
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Metal Buckle
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Reflective Safety Patch
Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Front Vent
Top Vents
Chin Vent
Exhaust Ports
Breath Deflector

Visor
Wide Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain

New Models:
- SODID
  - White
  - 10327 10 02
- SODID
  - Matt Titanium
  - 10327 10 07
- SODID
  - Matt Black
  - 10327 10 11
- JEANS
  - Titanium
  - 10327 19 08
- FLEX
  - Matt Black
  - 10327 30 11
- CANNON
  - Jeans Fluo Orange
  - 10327 36 51
- PROPELLER
  - Black Titanium
  - 10327 38 08
- PROPELLER
  - Red Blue
  - 10327 38 26
- ALLERT
  - Matt Titanium Silver
  - 10327 39 03
- ALLERT
  - Matt Titanium H-V Yellow
  - 10327 39 53

New Colors:
- GALACTIC
  - White Blue Pink
  - 10327 40 32
- GALACTIC
  - Blue Fluo Orange
  - 10327 40 52
- GALACTIC
  - White H-V Yellow Blue
  - 10327 40 54

Sizes:
- 2XS - XS - S
- M - L
- XL - 2XL - 3XL
Take the Challenge.

Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1390 ± 50gr
Made of HPFC
3 Shells
Oval

Safety
Micrometric Steel Buckle
Emergency Release System
Metal Security Plate
Reflective Safety Patch
Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled Ports
Top Vent
2 Step Front Vent
Chin Vent
Exhaust Port
Breath Deflector

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Fog Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain
Magna-Tech Liner
Neck Roll

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX

2XS – XS – S M – L XL – 2XL – 3XL
A technically advanced full face motorcycle helmet, our Vector offers outstanding technology and features. The shell is made from LS2’s proprietary High Performance Fibre Composite (HPFC).
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1400 ± 50gr
Made of KPA
2 Shells
Oval

Safety
Micrometric Metal Buckle
Reflective Safety Patch
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Top Vent
Chin Vent
Exhaust Ports
Breath Deflector

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Extra Comfort Liner
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain

Storm FF800

SOLID White
10800 10 02
SOLID Matt Titanium
10800 10 07
SOLID Matt Black
10800 10 11
SOLID Black
10800 10 12
SOLID Nardo Grey
10800 37 04

JEANS Titanium
10800 19 08
NERVE Matt Black Red
10800 20 32
NERVE Matt Black HV Yellow
10800 20 60
RACER Blue Red
10800 21 32
RACER Matt Titanium Fluo Orange
10800 21 52

RACER Matt Blue
10800 21 22
FASTER Matt Titanium
10800 22 07
TECHY White Pink
10800 24 46
SLANT Blue Red
10800 25 32
SLANT Matt Blue Fluo Orange
10800 25 52

Storm FF800

SOLID White
10800 10 02
SOLID Matt Titanium
10800 10 07
SOLID Matt Black
10800 10 11
SOLID Black
10800 10 12
SOLID Nardo Grey
10800 37 04

JEANS Titanium
10800 19 08
NERVE Matt Black Red
10800 20 32
NERVE Matt Black HV Yellow
10800 20 60
RACER Blue Red
10800 21 32
RACER Matt Titanium Fluo Orange
10800 21 52

RACER Matt Blue
10800 21 22
FASTER Matt Titanium
10800 22 07
TECHY White Pink
10800 24 46
SLANT Blue Red
10800 25 32
SLANT Matt Blue Fluo Orange
10800 25 52
Riders on the Storm

LS2 Helmets Storm full-face motorcycle helmet offers the performance and features of high level helmets. It’s light, but strong. Sporty, easy to use and fully adjustable top vents are ported to allow true flow through ventilation.
Storm
FF800
**Shell**
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1550 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
1 Shell
Long Oval

**Safety**
Micrometric Buckle
Reflective Safety Patch

**Ventilation**
Top Vents
Chin Vent
Exhaust Port
Breath Deflector

**Visor**
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready For Pinlock Max Vision

**Comfort Liner**
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain
Neck Roll

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX*
A helmet for you to roll atop asphalt or lose yourself on remote routes on a scooter or sport motorcycle. It comes in solid colours or flashy designs.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1300 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
2 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Buckle

Ventilation
Chin Vent
Top Vents
Exhaust Port
Breath Deflector

Visor
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready For Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Neck Roll
Chin Curtain
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

Rapid FF353

SOLID
White
10353 10 02

SOLID
Matt Titanium
10353 10 07

SOLID
Matt Black
10353 10 11

SOLID
Black
10353 10 12

POPPIES
Pink
10353 20 46

DEADBOLT
Matt Black Orange
10353 24 51

BOHO
White Black Pink
10353 26 15

GHOST
White Black Red
10353 27 32

CIRCLE
Matt Titanium Orange
10353 35 52

NAUGHTY
White Red
10353 41 02

NAUGHTY
Matt Black H-V Yellow
10353 41 60

NAUGHTY
Matt Blue Fluo Orange
10353 41 50

STRATUS
Blue Red White
10353 45 02

STRATUS
Black Red Silver
10353 45 32

GALE
Matt Black Blue Yellow
10353 46 25

GALE
Matt Black Red Green
10353 46 62

HAPPY DREAMS
Black
10353 42 12

XS - S - M - L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
The new Rapid interprets the basic compromise between high level protection and easy design. This helmet is perfect to be used for a daily rides in the city and really comfortable for mid-distance journeys.
**Shell**
- Double homologation P/J
- Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
- 1390 ± 50gr
- Made of Carbon
- 90° Flip-Up Chin Bar
- 3 Shells
- Oval

**Safety**
- Micrometric Steel Buckle
- Reinforced Chin Strap
- Reflective Safety Patch
- Multi-Density EPS

**Ventilation**
- Channeled EPS
- Chin Vent
- Top Vents
- Exhaust Ports

**Visor**
- Twin Shield System
- Quick Release System
- Scratch Resistant
- UV Resistant
- Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

**Comfort Liner**
- Laser - Cut Foam
- Removable and Washable
- Breathable
- Hypoallergenic
- Chin Curtain
- Neck Roll

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOLID</td>
<td>Matt Carbon</td>
<td>50313 10 98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLID</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>50313 10 99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAME</td>
<td>Matt Carbon H-V Yellow</td>
<td>50313 20 54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vortex, the new incredible flip-up of the LS2 range, reaches and goes beyond the standards of elegance and comfort for a double face helmet. Brilliant and arrogant, the new Vortex looks to guarantee the maximum security and an excellent comfort.
Valiant II FF900

Shell
Double homologation P/J
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1700 ±50gr
Made of KPA
2 Shells
180° Flip-Up Chin Bar
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Metal Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Multi-Density EPS
Reflective Safety Details

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Chin Vent
Top Vents
Exhaust Ports

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Extra Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Hypoallergenic
Breathable
Chin Curtain

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX
XS - S - M L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
LS2 Valiant II 180 degree Flip Front Modular Helmet is the most versatile helmet on the market today. The designers at LS2 took a popular concept, 180 degree flip, and designed a totally new and unique mechanism, allowing the Valiant II to be the smallest, lightest helmet of its kind on the market.

The Expert's choice
Valiant II FF900
Valiant FF399

Shell
Double homologation P/J
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1700 ±50gr
Made of KPA
180° Flip-Up Chin Bar
2 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Steel Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Reflective Safety Patch
Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Chin Vent
Top Vent
Exhaust Port

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Air Diffuser
Ready For Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Hypoallergenic
Breathable
Neck Roll

SOLID White 50399 10 02
SOLID Matt Titanium 50399 10 07
SOLID Matt Black 50399 10 11
SOLID Black 50399 10 12

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX

2XS - XS - S - M L - XL - 2XL - 3XL
Valiant is a very innovative helmet that combines an advanced construction technology to a very modern design, offering an excellent level of safety and comfort.
Shell

Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1650 ±50gr
Made of HPTT
90º Flip-Up Chin Bar
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety

Micrometric Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Multi-Density EPS
Reflective Safety Patch

Ventilation

Chin Vent
Top Vent
Exhaust Ports
Breath Deflector

Visor

Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready For Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner

Extra Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Hypoallergenic
Breathable
Chin Curtain

SCOPE FF902

SOLID
White
50902 10 02

SOLID
Matt Titanium
50902 10 07

SOLID
Matt Black
50902 10 11

SOLID
Black
50902 10 12

SOLID
Nardo Grey
50902 37 04

SKID
Black HV Yellow
50902 20 54

AXIS
Matt Black Titanium
50902 21 08

ARCH
White Titanium
50902 22 08

ARCH
Matt Titanium Pink
50902 22 46

PINLOCK®
INCLUDED IN THE BOX

LINKIN
READY

2XS - XS - S  M - L  XL - 2XL - 3XL
Designed for a sport or touring motorcycle, this is the ideal helmet for all kind of travel thanks to its features which have been developed with the best technology to guarantee safety, protection, and comfort through your route.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1550 ±50gr
Made of HPTT
90° Flip-Up Chin Bar
Long Oval
2 Shells

Safety
Micrometric Buckle
Reflective Safety Pacth
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vent
Chin Vent

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready For Pinlock

Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Hypoallergenic
Breathable
Chin Curtain

Strobe FF325

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX*

SHELL CERTIFIED ECE 22.05 & DOT
1550 ±50gr
Made of HPTT
90° Flip-Up Chin Bar
Long Oval
2 Shells

Safety
Micrometric Buckle
Reflective Safety Pacth
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vent
Chin Vent

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready For Pinlock

Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Hypoallergenic
Breathable
Chin Curtain

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX*

SOLID White
50325 10 02

SOLID Matt Titanium
50325 10 07

SOLID Matt Black
50325 10 11

SOLID Black
50325 10 12
Strobe offers the best features of a full-face helmet with the comfort of a jet helmet, without compromising safety.

There is magic in the action
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1250 ± 50gr
Made of KPA
2 Shells
Oval

Safety
Steel Micrometric Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Reflective Safety Patch
Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vents
Exhaust Ports

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Vortex Generator
Air Diffuser

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Neck Roll

Shell Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT 1250 ± 50gr Made of KPA 2 Shells Oval

Safety Steel Micrometric Buckle Reinforced Chin Strap Reflective Safety Patch Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation Channeled EPS Top Vents Exhaust Ports

Visor Twin Shield System Quick Release System Scratch Resistant UV Resistant Vortex Generator Air Diffuser

Comfort Liner Laser-Cut Foam Removable and Washable Breathable Hypoallergenic Neck Roll

MARKER Matt Black Titanium 30570 23 07
MARKER Matt Black Titanium 30570 23 07

SOLID White 30570 10 02
SOLID Matt Titanium 30570 10 07
SOLID Matt Black 30570 10 11
SOLID Nardo Grey 30570 37 04
Ideal to enjoy the city.

Designed to intensely experience the city, Verso is the special open face creation made for the Collection of LS2.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT 1100 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
2 Shells
Oval

Safety
Quick Release Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vents
Exhaust Ports

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Lightness and protection come together with an alternative and very personal design in the new open face model of the LS2 family, Twister II. The best accessory for urbanites.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1000 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
2 Shells
Oval

Safety
Micrometric Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Multi - Density EPS

Inner Sun Visor
2 Steps Sun Visor
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

Comfort Liner
Extra Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

SOLID
Matt Titanium
30599 10 07
SOLID
Matt Black
30599 10 11
JEANS
Titanium
30599 19 08
INKY
Matt Black White
30599 20 11
FLIER
Black
30599 21 12

BLACK FLAG
Matt Black Titanium
30599 26 11
A true seducer

Spitfire capture at first glance! The new LS2 open face is born thanks to the brand's determination to propose a new modern and essential helmet, dedicated to the eclectic bikers doing of their total look a real style of life.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1000 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
1 Shell
Oval

Safety
Micrometric Buckle
Multi - Density EPS

Visor
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
With eight colors to choose from and five modern graphics which go well with any scooter, this is the best accessory for urbanites and lovers of freedom on the highway.

Aspire to inspire
**Airflow OF562**

**Shell**
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
950 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
1 Shell
Oval

**Safety**
Micrometric Buckle
Multi - Density EPS

**Ventilation**
Channeled EPS
Top Vent

**Visor**
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

**Comfort Liner**
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

**Colors and Sizes**

- **SOLID**
  - White: 30562 50 02
  - Silver: 30562 50 04
  - Matt Black: 30562 50 11
  - Black: 30562 50 12
  - H-V Yellow: 30562 50 53

- **CONDOR**
  - White Black Red: 30562 52 32

- **METROPOLIS**
  - Matt Black Yellow: 30562 53 11

- **CAMO**
  - Matt Titanium Yellow: 30562 54 61

- **RONNIE**
  - White Green: 30562 55 02
  - Titanium Violet: 30562 55 08
  - Matt Silver Blue: 30562 55 04
Lightness and protection come together with an alternative and very personal design in the new open face model of the LS2 family, Airflow.
**Shell**
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1250 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
2 Shells
Oval

**Safety**
Micrometric Buckle
Multi - Density EPS

**Ventilation**
Channeled EPS
Top Vents

**Visor**
Sun Visor
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Air Diffuser

**Comfort Liner**
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

**Copter OF600**
SOLID
White
30600 10 02

SOLID
Matt Silver
30600 10 03

SOLID
Matt Titanium
30600 10 07

SOLID
Matt Black
30600 10 11

SOLID
Nardo Grey
30600 37 04

URBANE
Matt White red
30600 21 02

URBANE
Matt Black H-V Yellow
30600 21 11

URBANE
Matt Blue Red
30600 21 25

XS - S - M
L - XL - 2XL
The coolest open face.
URBAN UNLIMITED
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT 850 ± 50gr
Made of Carbon
3 Shells
Oval

Safety
Double D Ring
Reinforced Chin Strap

Accessories
Peak
Magnetic Strap System

Inner Sun Visor
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

Comfort Liner
Real Leather + Fabric
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
The lightest election.

The shell is made from LS2's Carbon fibre or High Performance Fibre Composite (HPFC). This ultra-light, ultra-strong material is state-of-the-art for energy dispersion and safety to withstand the rigors of competition and pass the most of the toughest standards in the world.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1000 ± 50gr
Made of HPFC
3 Shells
Oval

Safety
Double D Ring
Reinforced Chin Strap

Accessories
Peak
Magnetic Strap System

Inner Sun Visor
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Take the day off

It’s the perfect blend for Super-Moto, Stunters, ADV riders, and for those who want to stand out from the crowd.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1250 ± 50gr
Made of HPFC
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Multi - Density EPS
Reflective Safety Patch

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vent
Exhaust Port

Visor
Twin Shield System
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Double Curvature

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Magna Tech Liner
Neck Roll

Infinity OF521

SOLID
White
30521 10 02
SOLID
Matt Black
30521 10 11
SOLID
Nardo Grey
30521 37 04
HYPER
Matt Blue
30521 22 23
HYPER
Wood
30521 22 63
HYPER
Matt Black H-V Yellow
30521 22 07

XL - 2XL - 3XL
M - L
2XS - XS - S

READY 2/3
Infinity offers that ultimate sense of freedom riders want. Whatever your favorite style of riding, the Infinity offers all you need and more in a lightweight, open-face helmet.
Infinity OF521
Xtra MX471

Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
980 ± 50gr
Made of Carbon
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Double D-Ring
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Front and Top Air Intakes
Chin Vent
Lateral Exhaust Ports

Comfort Liner
Real Leather + Fabric
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

SOLID
Matt Carbon
40471 10 99

YARD
Carbon White Red
40471 20 31

XS - S M - L XL - 2XL - 3XL
The latest technology applied to the new Light model has turned this helmet into a worthy rival. It guarantees comfort and protection in riskier situations.

The Black Sheep in the family
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1300 ± 50gr
Made of KPA
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Double D-Ring
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Multiple Top Air Intakes
Chin Vent
Multiple Exhaust Ports
Adjustable Peak

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

EVO Subverter MX700

SOLID
White
40700 10 02

NOIR
Matt Black
40700 14 11

RASCAL
Black Fluo Orange
40700 21 12

GAMMAX
Red Blue
40700 22 32

GAMMAX
H-V Yellow Green
40700 22 54

CARGO
Matt Blue Fluo Orange
40700 23 23

CARGO
Matt Military Green
40700 23 62

ASTRO
White Orange
40700 24 02

ASTRO
Cobalt H-V Yellow
40700 24 24

XS - S  M - L  XL - 2XL - 3XL
The Subverter EVO represents the perfect expression of the name thanks to its extreme and absolute innovating specifics looking to comfort, safety and look.

chasing new horizons

NEW RANGE
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT 1380 ± 50gr
Made of Carbon
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Double D Ring
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi-Density EPS
Visor Button Lock

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Chin Vent
Top Vents
Multiple Exhaust Ports

Visor
Twin Shield System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX
XS - S M - L XL - 2XL
The adventure is here. The Explorer helmet combines features from the road with a little DNA, style and airflow from the world of motocross. It’s the perfect blend for Super-Moto, Stun-ters, ADV riders, and for those who want to stand out from the crowd.
Explorer C MX701
Explorer HPFC MX701

Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1460 ± 50gr
Made of HPFC
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Metal Buckle
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi-Density EPS
Visor Button Lock

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Chin Vent
Top Vents
Multiple Exhaust Ports

Visor
Twin Shield System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Chin Curtain

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX

XS - S
M - L
XL - 2XL
NEW RANGE

Explore new roads

Huge chin vent and adjustable top vents with flow-through ventilation.

Removable MX style peak included — run it with or without.
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1350 ± 50gr
Made of KPA
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Emergency Release System
Micrometric Metal Buckle
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vents
Chin Vent
Side Vents
Exhaust Ports

Visor
Twin Shield System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready for Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

*INCLUDED IN THE BOX
READY
A new approach to the adventure motorcycle helmet category, the Pioneer EVO leans heavily on LS2’s successful.
Pioneer EVO MX436
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1150 ± 50gr
Made of KPA
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Double D Ring
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi-Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vents
Chin Vent
Lateral Vents
Exhaust Ports

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOLID</td>
<td>Matt Black</td>
<td>40437 20 11</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROAR</td>
<td>Matt Black Red</td>
<td>40437 32 32</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROAR</td>
<td>Matt Black H-V Yellow</td>
<td>40437 32 54</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUSHER</td>
<td>Black H-V Yellow</td>
<td>40437 34 12</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUSHER</td>
<td>Black Red</td>
<td>40437 34 32</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA</td>
<td>Matt Blue</td>
<td>40437 36 25</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNKY</td>
<td>Red White</td>
<td>40437 33 02</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCODE</td>
<td>Red Blue</td>
<td>40437 37 32</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCODE</td>
<td>Matt Fluo Orange Blue</td>
<td>40437 37 52</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XCODE</td>
<td>White Violet</td>
<td>40437 37 75</td>
<td>2XS - XL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LS2’s Fast EVO is a technically advanced weapon for serious off road riders. The shell is made from LS2’s proprietary Kinetic Polymer Alloy (KPA).
Rapid MINI FF353J

Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1300 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
1 Shell
Long Oval

Safety
Micrometric Buckle

Ventilation
Chin Vent
Top Vents
Exhaust Port
Breath Deflector

Visor
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant
Ready For Pinlock Max Vision

Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Neck Roll
Chin Curtain
Removable & Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

SOLID
White
10353J 10 02

SOLID
Matt Black
10353J 10 11

SOLID
Black
10353J 10 12

MONSTER
White Blue
10353J 20 26

CRAZY POP
White Pink
10353J 21 14

HPTT
Fast MINI MX437J

CRUSHER
Black HV Yellow
40437J 34 12

FUNKY
Red White
40437J 33 02

Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
1150 ± 50gr
Made of KPA
3 Shells
Long Oval

Safety
Double D Ring
Emergency Release System
Reinforced Chin Strap
Metal Security Plate
Multi - Density EPS

Ventilation
Channeled EPS
Top Vents
Chin Vent
Lateral Vents
Exhaust Ports

Comfort Liner
Laser-Cut Foam
Removable and Washable
Breathable
Hypoallergenic
Shell
Certified ECE 22.05 & DOT
800 ± 50gr
Made of HPTT
1 Shell
Oval

Safety
Micrometric Buckle

Ventilation
Top Vents
Lateral Exhaust Ports

Visor
Quick Release System
Scratch Resistant
UV Resistant

Comfort Liner
Laser - Cut Foam
Breathable
Hypoallergenic

Funny OF602

SOLID
White
30602 10 02

SOLID
Red
30602 10 32

SOLID
Pink
30602 10 46

CROCO
White
30602 20 61

CRUNCH
White H-V Yellow
30602 21 54

SLUCH
Red White
30602 22 32
SOLID Matt Carbon 40471 10 99
YARD Carbon White Red 40471 20 31
SOLID White 40700 10 02
NOIR Matt Black 40700 14 11
RASCAL Black Fluo Orange 40700 21 12
GAMMAX Red Blue 40700 22 32
GAMMAX HV Yellow Green 40700 22 54
CARGO Matt Blue Fluo Orange 40700 23 23
CARGO Matt Military Green 40700 23 62
ASTRO White Orange 40700 24 02
ASTRO Cobalt HV Yellow 40700 24 24
SOLID Carbon 40701 50 99
FRONTIER Titanium Red 40701 61 08
FRONTIER Black Blue 40701 61 12
FRONTIER Blue Fluo Orange 40701 61 26
FOCUS Matt Titanium HV Yellow 40701 62 07
FOCUS Blue White Red 40701 62 26
SOLID Matt Black 40701 10 11
SOLID Matt Black 40701 10 02
ATLANTIS White Red Blue 40701 20 02
ATLANTIS Matt Titanium 40701 20 07
ALTER Matt Black HV Yellow 40701 21 54
ALTER Matt Black Fluo Orange 40701 21 52
ALTER Matt Black White 40701 21 02
SOLID Titanium 40436 20 07
SOLID Matt Black 40436 20 11
KNIIGHT Titanium Fluo Orange 40436 28 50
ROUTER Matt Black HV Yellow 40436 31 54
EVOLVE Matt White Black 40436 33 11
EVOLVE White Cobalt 40436 33 24
EVOLVE Red White 40436 33 32
SATURN Matt Black Red 40436 34 11
MASTER Matt Titanium 40436 35 07
MASTER Matt Black Blue 40436 35 11
SOLID Matt Black 40437 20 11
Create your own look...
All of the characteristics, technical and design specifications, materials, and the external appearance of the models listed in this catalog are correct as of the time of last review, subject to modifications.

LS2 is not responsible for possible printing errors and unavoidable color differences between the images herein and the actual product.

DISTRIBUTED IN EUROPE BY:

TECH DESIGN TEAM S.L.
Pol. Ind. Plà de la Bruguera
C/Solsonés nº81 - 08211
Castellar del Vallès
Barcelona - Spain
Tel.: +34 937 310 060
Fax +34 937 318 393

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. AND CANADA BY:

ALLWIN POWERSPORTS CORPORATION
22555 White Oak Circle Aurora, IL
60502 U.S.A.
Tel.: +1630 236 2366
Fax +1630 236 2367

Visit our website
www.ls2helmets.com